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Light and Shadow is an exhibition of artworks
by an international group of artists who live and
work in different parts of the world. All artists
with a different artistic approach reflected their
individual and exceptional experience around
the theme ‘Light and Shadow’.
The artists whose work features in this
exhibition are: Anastasia Markovskaya, Ann
Petruckevitch, Charles Eades, Cherry Adam,
Clare Chinnery, David Jones, Elainah Demach,
Imon Chetia Phukan, Inese Eglite, Janet Stafford,
Julie Edwardson, Kay Nyx, Kimberley Bevan,
Kobi Walsh, Lewis Andrews, Louisa Pankhurst
Johnson, Louise Richards, Marion Gowland,
Mira Fernández, Niki Gandy, Philip Westcott,
Pink and grAy, Piotr Kuszynski, Raheleh
jahangard, Rebecca Pedley, Roger Nowell, Ruth
Spencer, Sadie Aston, Stanley Greening, Tony
Bowen, Vanessa Allen, Yi-Chiao Chen

scan me to explore
the exhibition.

Anastasia Markovskaya

Ann Petruckevitch

Born in Norilsk, an industrial city in the North of Russia, lives and works in
Moscow. Worked in Conde Nast Russia Vogue magazine, travelled around a world,
lived in Japan, Italy, USA. She is an active member of self-organization 22 Gallery,
Moscow since 2020, and a member of Creative Union of Artists since 2017.

Ann Petruckevitch is a photographic artist living and working on the coast
of England. In 2011 she received a distinction from the Arts University in
Bournemouth for Photography as part of her Diploma in Art and Design.

Creation is my passion, the way of living,
feeling the world and life. I was born in
Norilsk, an industrial city on the North of
Russia, a land of a 9-months-long winter and
white color. A short, explosive summer, forces
you to be greedily catching the development
of life and colors. This experience has awarded
me with a very sensitive perception and inner
value of bright color. Background: I worked
for Vogue magazine, Conde Nast publishing,
traveled a lot, lived in Japan, Italy and USA.
Disposition serves to organize color and
plasticity of form. The human body in motion
is one of the most effective means to transmit The power of light, 2022, oil on canvas,
110x80x4 cm
our natural desire to succeed. I strongly
believe that art subconsciously motivates
us all to look for the best in ourselves. I’m
thrilled by the search for manifestations,
hidden meanings of a single source of the
divine. Traveling physically, “in time” and
“layers of information” using spiritual and
body practices, I try to catch the invisible
through the feeling of space, the connections
of religions, the conservation of energy, the
interconnection of all living things - material
and internal - spiritual, the flow of information
and energy in space and time.
The main technics: realism, abstraction, mixed
technics, analog photography, textile, sculpture,
VR.
www.amarkovskaya.art
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Ann has a variety of
photographic based interests
and likes to explore image
interpretation by using an
array of techniques including
camera-less, analogue and
digital media, respectively. This
stems from challenging herself
technically to create images
that attempt to capture the
depth, shape and visual impact
of the proposed subject matter
Spirituality, 2021, Photography, A3
by presenting it on media that
enables an organic type of exploration. This is very much an evolving process,
encouraging her to closely examine the living and abstract world and form images
that explore the spontaneous nature that subtly exists all around us.
Many of Ann’s photographic projects originate from a desire to invite the viewer to
witness some of the subtle unseen details of their environment. She is constantly
striving to observe and form her own unique frame of the visual situation laid
out before her using
colour or black and white
photographic processes,
studying the subject matter
and seeking out its visual
interpretation beyond what
is represented through the
lens; shaping context to
produce more ethereal type
imagery.
www.annpetruckevitch.com

Isolation with sun shadows, 2020, oil and
mixed technic on canvas, 110x80x4 cm

Nimue, 2021, Photography, A3
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Charles Eades

Cherry Adam

Charles Eades is a writer and film maker based in Scotland. He has had one novel
and three plays published, with his audio play ‘The Midnight Caller’ produced by
the NoSleep podcast. He has recently started to write poetry. He is a dog lover and
patron of the charity Staffie Support which campaigns on behalf of Staffordshire
bull terriers.

I am a multidisciplinary artist from Caracas, Venezuela, based in Berlin. I work with
different formats: conceptual photography/self-portrait, essays, poetry, and field
recordings. These pieces are channels to my inner world and are inspired by personal
experiences. My work has
been featured in Fotografas
Latam, Femlens, Feem
Magazine #10, Collect
Artwork Gallery’s “Autumn
Issue”, The Purposeful
Mayonnaise Art Journal
Issue 2.3, and in three
collective exhibitions:
“Habitar La Imagen III”
(KarneKunst, Berlin),
“Artbase” (Holy Art
Gallery, London), and “8 x
12” (Floor_ Gallery, Seoul.)

As an artist I work primarily in the medium of video art. I am particularly
interested in non-narrative work that responds to the world around us, highlighting
nature and landscape rather than people. My aim is to find new ways of seeing, and
to promote the moving image as a personal form of self expression, rather than
pure entertainment or traditional storytelling.
www.charleseades.co.uk

Follow the light I, 2021, Photography, 25,4x19,4cm

Fade to Black, 2020, Video 23:15

A perpetual search to shape my inner world has arisen from digging through my
traumas and calling them by name. My life is a continuous exercise in creative
experimentation with myself-identity. My sensitive universe is made out of
sounds, photography and
words. I have reclaimed
my unconscious space,
numbed by pain, to
transform it and become
this transmutable being.
Welcome to this territory,
where I claim back my
artistic side as a nurturing
practice: I play to be an
artist and, at the same
time, a work of art.
www.cherryadam.com
Follow the light II, 2021, Photography, 25,4x19,4cm
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Clare Chinnery

David Jones

I have recently returned to painting after a 20 year hiatus, after taking time away to
bring up two children, I now have the time to paint again. Since graduating from
Liverpool John Moores University in 1997 my work has been collected and exhibited
internationally, including solo shows with the New Academy and Curwen Galleries in
London and the Domino Gallery in Liverpool, I also have work in private collections
globally including USA, China and New Zealand.

Sheffield based artist David Jones is influenced by the history, techniques and
themes of the Renaissance. His creative enquiry into this region of art history
began in 2017 as a counter-point and compliment to his more contemporary,
abstract-geometric paintings which drew in-fluence from Islamic art and Sci-fi;
a transition which David views as natural and inevitable in his development of a
broader visual language and acquisition of technical skill. Literature and music
strongly influence David’s work and the duality of influences in his creative
practice is reflective of his interest in both Mythology and Sci-fi and so too in
classical and popular music. David explores themes of other-worldliness, religion
and mythology with a nod to sci-fi tropes in literature and film. He draws on
High Renaissance and Baroque lighting effects and enjoys painting interesting
clothing and textures.
I explore compositions, imagery and themes of the great European painters of
the High Renaissance and Baroque periods. My aesthetic has been informed by
research into the historical context and technique of these masters yet in style is
expressive of a contemporary sensibility and a playful enjoyment of the medium
of paint. I paint people in staged looking situations and make use of furniture,
clothing and other props that provide a range of surfaces and textures for me to
copy. I sometimes insert myself into my paintings in reflections or as a spectator/
voyeur (devices also used by Caravaggio, Velásquez and Rembrandt). I develop
narratives, relationships and jokes that enrich the narratives of my paintings and
allow for me to explore and articulate themes that are occupying my imagination.
www.davidjonesart.artweb.com

My recent works reflect my interest in historical 17th-century Vanitas paintings, I
have been studying the symbolism and Chiaroscuro techniques of the old masters,
interpreting and translating historical images and creating my own still life pieces using
expressive colour and spontaneous mark making. Most recent works are inspired
specifically by Momento Mori style still lives using the complex and overladen
sumptuous compositions to explore the transience of life and certainty of death.
www.clarechinnery.com

There’s Hope in Everything, 2022, oil and spray
paint on A3 paper
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I Watched You Change… into a fly, 2022, oil
and spray paint on A3 paper

A New Day, 2022, Oil on canvas,
36x46x4 cm

Spring, 2022, Oil on canvas, 130x100x4 cm
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Elainah Demach

Imon Chetia Phukan

I am 32 years old, mother of four, from Halifax, West Yorkshire. Last year I
decided to return to something I had a love for when I was younger, so I enrolled
in an access course to Art & Design. During my time on that course, I found a
love of various mediums, my main ones being acrylic painting and digital. I am
currently on my first-year foundation degree in Art & Design, whilst continuing
to try perfect my style and my skills, this painting is inspired by tenebrism and
trying to highlight the bond between mother and son. Through light and dark.

I grew up in the east of India and completed my schooling there. I came to western
part of the country to pursue fine arts degree. When I was young, I used to love
coloring and observing how women in my country have a tradition of wearing
various jewellery and understanding the aesthetics of it. I completed Visharad in
Indian Classical Music from Bhatkhande, which later inspired visual audibility in
paintings. I grew up in a state where there are green mountains with various animal
species. In western state, I faced a terrain shift with no mountains, comparatively
dry fauna with loads of cotton farming fields. These differences, have inspired me
in the colour and material choice of my paintings. I’m doing origami paintings with
oritectural compositions using block-printing on them. I make paintings on banana
and cotton pulp paper, using powder and acrylic colors.

“A mother’s arms are more comforting than anyone else’s.” —Princess Diana
I am new to painting but find that I can get lost in my own world whilst I have a
brush and pallet in hand. This painting is inspired by tenebrism – Caravaggio – El
Greco, and the use of light and dark values, what it means to me. Highlighting
my son as they are the
forefront of everything I
do, In this painting I am
trying to show that even
though through my anxiety
and OCD and dark days,
my children are my light,
they sense when I need
them,, I sometimes feel
like they do not know how
much I need them, they
see me in a different light
to the whole word on the
outside, they are the only
people who truly know
what my heart sounds like,
so this is to highlight the
love of a mother, in its
beauty it is always endless.

My work process starts with sketching and observing my surrounding. They are
influenced by BURK-E-ALBANI paintings, movies by Satyajit Ray, illustrations
by Milo Winter, FN Souza paintings, and the writings of Kafka. When I make
allegorical and Anthropomorphic forms, I mirror my surrounding experiences
on them. I question the want of region, language and most importantly finding
myself as who I’m among the masses. I can relate with various animals, insects,
and birds and observe ant legs, tails of languors, flock of cows in the middle of
the city, where I can best relate and understand the mental and physical contrasts
the migrated and displaced people go through to settle itself in the society they
reside. Dry branches of the tree as I travel inspire me to make allegorical gestures
in my compositions.
My sketches influence the sculptures I make with paper pulp. The figures in my
compositions don’t hold a particular gender since my main concern is to show the
emotion a migrated being goes through and not segregate them based on any gender.
instagram.com/phukan_.imu

instagram.com/elles_art_
designs/

Mothers love, 2022, Acrylic, 30.5x40.6cm
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Firecrackers in the City, 2022, Charcoal, Ink, Woodblock
Printing, 29.7x42cm

Firecrackers in the City, 2022, Charcoal,
Ink, Woodblock, 87.9x42cm
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Inese Eglite

Janet Stafford

Elte aka Inese Eglite is a self-taught amateur painter from Latvia. Born and raised under
the iron grip of the former USSR, the artist never thought painting could become her
life calling. She started painting about 7 years ago to recover from her professional
burnout in the legal field. She retired early and moved to London just 2 years ago. Now
she is painting seascapes and “nature morte” keeping the legacy of the old masters alive
in this era of abstraction and pop art.

I am a painter, living and working in New York. I consider my work to be
conceptual. I use photographs on which I base my paintings. The paintings look
somewhat photographic. I have always worked in series—streams of thoughts
and desires common to us all, represented by images. I see the images as
indicators of the material world.

Inese remembers being
that awkward little girl
with dirty bare feet trying
to connect with every
patch of grass and trees
she could find in the
industrial concrete jungle
that was her hometown.
She has always been
drawn to nature, and
is now depicting this
sentiment on canvas,
painting images that
Pink mood, 2022, oil on canvas, 90x60cm
may only exist in her
imagination, lost in rumination of places she has only felt, but never visited or even
seen, unless in some other life, some other time or reality; much like this one but “more
familiar”. Art is not just
a form of individual
expression, for Inese
it is also a reflection of
our forgotten world and
humanity.

Because my paintings take a long time to make, I have experimented with
different ways of showing them. Presently, I am working toward projecting
images of my work onto walls in public places.
I have always worked in series—streams of thoughts and desires common to
us all, represented by images. I see the images as signs of the material world. At
first my series were narrative, encompassing quotidian aspects such as romantic
love and building construction. And I considered ideas—enlightenment, science,
memory. Now I am thinking about nature and our planet. For my series, I think
for a while about what I want to talk about, then I photograph that idea and use
those photographs as the basis for eight to twenty paintings, all of which have
typically been on one or two supports. The series I am working on now, Natural
History, comprises thirty-three separate canvases. For a long time, I have been
working on the Natural History paintings.
Couple is an early painting, and I consider it to be my most beautiful work.
www.janetstafford.com

instagram.com/inese_elte

Whispers of reflection, 2018, oil on canvas, 70x50cm
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Couple, oil on canvas, 1995,122x244 cm
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Julie Edwardson

Kay Nyx

Since moving to the Dales in 2021 my work has
taken a different direction. Living in a more rural
environment has inevitably led to a different
source of inspiration. My work has been less
ur-ban, obviously but I am still drawn to the
man-made elements in the landscape and their
interplay with nature. I have been intrigued by
the play of light through the trees par-ticularly
falling onto man made forms and am enjoying
respond-ing to the sights and sounds of the
environment aiming to ex-press the mood of the
local area in gesture and colour. These paintings
represent a new mood and personal exploration
of life and situation. My new art is a playful
exploration of new freedoms and experiences.
Whilst abstract they are also rooted in the seen,
feelings and emotional responses. I use a variety
Night Falls, 2022, Acrylic and collage on
of mixed media techniques including collage,
Board, 55x80cm
acrylic paint and mono-printing which are
combined in the images.

Born in Northamptonshire, Kay Nyx has always had a creative nature. Growing up
they learnt to play several instruments, had their head in books and used the visual
arts to capture the world’s beauty. Nyx not only takes inspiration from nature but
from their lived experiences as an Autistic person and what it means to be “different”.
Their work represents the internal thoughts of the artist and a commentary on
disability discrimination. As well as equality being important to Nyx, so is the
environment. Nyx moved to Derbyshire to be closer to the countryside, and this is
where they are now based. Their work continues to evolve, and they are beginning
to experiment with making their own brushes, inks, and paints from natural organic
materials for a more sustainable practice. Any work created by Nyx communicates
a different perspective to the audience because when we see things from a different
perspective, we can begin to change the world for the better.

Born in Stockport in 1962, Julie has had a lifelong
passion for Art. She attended Art College in
Stockport and then went onto studying Fine Art
at Newcastle Upon Tyne. Falling in love with
the North East, Julie settled there and was an art
teacher throughout her working life in schools
in North Shields. On leaving teaching Julie has
started to develop her own practice and had a
studio space in North Shields with the Bank
Studio group who were based in a vacant bank
premises. The urban environment has been a
strong influence in Julie’s art until a recent move
to The York-shire Dales where Julie is fulfilling
a lifelong ambition to run an Art and Ceramics
gallery in a pic-turesque part of the Dales.
juliesartspace.blogspot.com
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In These Golden Years, 2022, Acrylic on
Board, 55x80cm

I have always felt like I did not belong in society. It was easier for me to get along
with animals or trees. There was always a reciprocation from nature that I didn’t get
from people, which makes sense to me now that I am diagnosed as Autistic, but at
the time, it was hard to understand. What did help me understand my place in the
world was Paganism. I discovered this
way of life at a young age, and it has
always informed the artwork I output.
Artists such as Malevich have also heavily
influenced me. The way Malevich utilised
his artwork to reach a higher level and
connection to God. I have always found
the process of creation to be meditative
and as an Autistic person, it is easy for
me to “hyperfocus” and enter this state
of being. In more recent years I have
been exploring my feelings as an Autistic
person, as well as trying to convey the
discrimination I face regularly. This and
the environment are equally important
to me and my artwork. I believe it’s
important for society to understand how
others feel because empathy will help us
to make positive changes.
www.angledstudio.com

Little Rabbit, 2022, Digital Art, 50×70.7cm,
Giclée on Hahnemühle Photo Rag
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Kimberley Bevan

Kobi Walsh

After graduating from the University of Hertfordshire in 2004 with a BA (Hons) in
Applied Media Arts (3D), Kimberley Bevan was awarded a five year fellowship with
Digswell Arts Trust. During which time she began to exhibit in London and Europe
while working with other artists on international exhibitions and local educational
programs. In 2009 she was awarded a board trustee position where she continued
to work in support of local arts projects in collaboration of various authorities. A
few years later she would leave DAT to develop a new local art group – Elysian, the
group of artist worked across a number of mixed mediums and feed into one another
theories and arts ideologies, her work would grow to be exhibited locally, nationally and
internationally. Exploring the curious lives of Circus
performers her work is a dramatization of narrative,
colour and texture which pulls the viewer into a
vicarious world full of danger and risk.

Kobi Walsh is a Brooklyn-based multi-disciplinary visual artist whose work investigates
the relationship between light, space, and time in order to communicate the subjectivity
of our perspective and the impermanence of the present moment. He captures
intricate impressionistic fragments of light and time in order to parallel the fragile nature
of our individual reality. Not relying on digital manipulation, Kobi’s work explores
themes of authenticity and the transience of the present moment. He received a B.S.
in Cognitive and Brain Sciences from Tufts University, incorporating an understanding
of the neurological foundations of perception to play with our expectations of light
and color. Kobi’s work has been exhibited internationally and is currently working out
of his studio at Mana Contemporary. He has partnered with Nifty Gateway to launch
2 Verified NFT Collections. Kobi was recently selected for the 2022 Lumen Prize
for Art and Technology Longlist and has won 34 awards for his photography from
notable organizations such as PX3 Prix de La Photographie Paris, the International
Photography Awards, Moscow International Foto Awards, and Photographers Forum.
For me, all subjects exist as a fluid, their surfaces ever-changing by way of variations in
light, time, and perspective. Through my photographic, sculptural, video, and virtual
reality work, I aim to highlight the unique combinations of these factors that give life
and energy to the surrounding atmosphere and to the present moment. At the core
of my work I explore how these variables along with the differences in our subjective
perspective define our unique interpretation of a subject and the impermanence of
the human condition. Beginning with the empirical and analytical observation of light,
my pieces remove defining characteristics of commonplace subjects, attempting to
disassociate their conventional identity. My work instead focuses on the unseen subject:
a momentary subjective trigger of memory, emotion, and feeling produced by changes
in light, time, and color.
www.kobiwalsh.com

I love to tell stories; to whittle away at people’s lives and
try to capture a moment of their life, a brief glimpse of
another world. Over the last two years I have developed
a great fascination with traveling Circus performers,
specifically the strange voyeuristic connection we
develop as a member of the audience, circuses are a
strange and magical arena whereby you are encouraged
to temporary live vicariously through a stranger death
defining acts. Over the years I have developed a
complex and indecisive painting process, I enjoy playing
with my subject much like a cat and mouse.
I always start by applying multiple metallic
acrylic layers with a palette knife, until I can
see the images erupting through the canvas
(much like using an intuitive Rorschach Ink
Blot Test to formulate my composition
and flow). Once I know where the painting
is going, I can begin to pin down a linear
drawing in Ink, before I can then move
onto completing the painting by building up
highlights/shadows through multiple dry
stiff brush marks, gradually moving towards
a thick juicy oil paint.
www.kimberleybevan.yolasite.com
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Silk Dancer Hannah, 2022,
82x61x2cm

Silk Dancer Olena, 2022, 90x90x4cm

Omen, 2021, Archival Pigment Print, Acid Free Fine Art
Paper, 56x92cm

Gateways 2.2, 2022, Archival
Pigment Print, Acid Free Fine
Art Paper, 60x56cm
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Julie Edwardson

Lewis Andrews

Since moving to the Dales in 2021 my work has
taken a different direction. Living in a more rural
environment has inevitably led to a different
source of inspiration. My work has been less
ur-ban, obviously but I am still drawn to the
man-made elements in the landscape and their
interplay with nature. I have been intrigued by
the play of light through the trees par-ticularly
falling onto man made forms and am enjoying
respond-ing to the sights and sounds of the
environment aiming to ex-press the mood of the
local area in gesture and colour. These paintings
represent a new mood and personal exploration
of life and situation. My new art is a playful
exploration of new freedoms and experiences.
Whilst abstract they are also rooted in the seen,
feelings and emotional responses. I use a variety
Night Falls, 2022, Acrylic and collage on
of mixed media techniques including collage,
Board, 55x80cm
acrylic paint and mono-printing which are
combined in the images.

Lewis Andrews is a Fine Artist based in Leeds, United Kingdom. His work
specialises in dealing with complex thoughts, ideas and facts within nature
and science. Some explore those in which we seem to be overshadowed and
overpowered in comparison by the vast distances, size or quantities. Others
investigate moments of extreme power, creation and rebirth on a molecular scale
or on a scale comparable to that of the universe.
Questioning our relationships, place and role within
the universe, environment and natural spaces.

Born in Stockport in 1962, Julie has had a lifelong
passion for Art. She attended Art College in
Stockport and then went onto studying Fine Art
at Newcastle Upon Tyne. Falling in love with
the North East, Julie settled there and was an art
teacher throughout her working life in schools
in North Shields. On leaving teaching Julie has
started to develop her own practice and had a
studio space in North Shields with the Bank
Studio group who were based in a vacant bank
premises. The urban environment has been a
strong influence in Julie’s art until a recent move
to The York-shire Dales where Julie is fulfilling
a lifelong ambition to run an Art and Ceramics
gallery in a pic-turesque part of the Dales.
www.juliesartspace.blogspot.com
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In These Golden Years, 2022, Acrylic on
Board, 55x80cm

His work has featured in exhibitions both
nationally and internationally. Lewis recently
graduated with both a bachelor’s and Master’s
Degrees in Fine Art from Leeds Arts University.
Some of the most recent shows including Lewis’s
work were ‘Reflexo’ at Echo’s Studios, Sao
Paulo (Brazil), Fronteer Gallery’s ‘Anything But
Paint’ exhibition in Sheffield (UK) and ‘Distant
Domestic’ at The Old Dairy Hall, Clapham,
London (UK). Lewis work has also been featured
in publications such as Artists Responding Too
and he has participated in various artist residencies;
with three incorporating the arts and science.
The ‘Wanderer’ series of photographs (being first
created as a result of my time on the ‘Ancient
Materials’ arts-science virtual residency) attempts
to visualise the ancient asteroids and comets of our
early solar system. The residency theme brought
to mind a chapter from ‘Origins; Fourteen Billion
Years of Cosmic Evolution’, written by Neil
deGrasse Tyson & Donald Goldsmith. In this
chapter, the possibilities of how the early asteroids
of our solar system brought new elements and
molecules (including water molecules in the form
of ice) to early earth are explored and may have a
role to play in the kick-start of life on our planet.
www.lewisandrewsartwork.com

Wanderer V, Inkjet Print on Paper,
2021, 88x63xcm

Wanderer VIII, Inkjet Print on
Paper, 2021, 88x63x3cm
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Louisa Pankhurst Johnson

Louise Richards

Louisa is a UK based international Fine Artist and Visual Poet. She has been
exhibited in a various art shows across the UK & the globe. In her works she
inspired by nature, spirituality & the sublime.

I am a London based visual artist who recently graduated from Central Saint Martins
with an MA in Fine Art, 2021. My previous careers in hospitality and as a silversmith
and jeweller, specialising in enamelling are evident in my art practice from the skills
obtained in the kitchen and at the jewellers bench to my interest in food and obsession
with layering and colour.

The solution to pollution is dilution. To sustain an unhinged environment to
happily live in, only occurs with use of personal protection, to eliminate hazards
via the nervous system by technology. Biohacking, shielding & grounding
eliminate electromagnetic power through the earth’s natural resources, enabling
detoxification of the nervous system. Earthing (Poem By Anna Jenkins) Soil,
rock, sand, trees, grass; time. The mother clock winds the body with earthing.
The chimes swing with powerful lightweight motion creating surplus energy,
frequently and vibration to power-bank connectiveness with adventure and
magnetism beneath my feet.
www.louisajohnsonvisualpoet.com

Recently my retina became detached,
it manifested itself by a bright
flickering light followed by trails
of branch like tendrils across my
eyesight. Then a grey mist appeared,
and I lost my eyesight in my right
eye. I underwent treatment and
once I got over the initial shock, I
could appreciate the beauty of the
experience which only I could see. I
then began to see this replicated in
natural surroundings from winter
tree branches to the way that grass
waves in the wind, or the light in the
underpass that flickers constantly.

Oranges, 2022, Digitally Manipulated Giclee Print,
42x30 cm

Thankfully my eyesight is restored, and I have a new appreciation for my eyesight and
a fascination with light, and shadow which has now become part of my art practice.
I look at objects with new wonder and am often struck with how light and shadows
can render normal everyday
items into objects of beauty and
wonder. Oranges and Red Onion
are examples of this, theft are
photographs of nettings that
had once encased these fruit and
vegetables. The nets had been
in my studio for a while as I am
fascinated by the idea of something
biodegradable being encased by
plastic.
Earthing IV, 2022, Photography, 12”x12” box canvas
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Red Onion, 2022, Digitally Manipulated Giclee Print,
www.louiserichardsart.com
42 x 30 cm
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Marion Gowland

Mira Fernández

Marion Gowland is a retired radiographer who has worked for 45 years in clinical service
for the NHS. Prior to retirement she dabbled with drawing in pastels and painting with
watercolour. Marion is without any formal art qualifications, although she has attend
leisure classes run by the local town council. With the advent of Covid and Lockdown
Marion discovered YouTube and Webinars as learning tools. Marion has a small but
growing list of achievements: Locally exhibited and sold artwork locally, First place in
an on-line painting competition, Exhibited and sold work in the Washington(UK) Open
Art Exhibition in 2020, Recently had artwork selected for the above 2022 exhibition
which commences on November 23rd. Marion’s future goals are to explore the use and
effects of writing inks and bleach in an abstract format, develop urban landscape skills
and engage with social media platforms to promote artwork. Art and creativity is vital to
her life now and without it she would feel like a three-legged dog.

Mira Fernández was born in Mar del Plata, Argentina, (also known in the art
field as Mira Valencia, due to her ex-husband’s last name) and has lived mostly
in Panama since 1999. She studied Graphic Design and Industrial Design in
her native country and for a decade, worked as an Art Director for advertising
agencies and for UNICEF. Later, she studied at The Arts Students League of New
York and one-on-one with New York-based painter Pat Lipsky. Her professional
activities, family, studies, and a certain sense of adventure, have led her to live in
Panama, Brazil, Portugal, the United States, and Israel. While keeping activities
as a graphic designer, since the early 2000s, Mira began to get involved in visual
arts and has been devoting herself to art for more than two decades – until now
part-time, since she was raising three children that are now young adults. Mira has
participated on several occasions in the Panama Art Biennial and in the Central
American Isthmus Biennial, as well as in various contemporary art exhibitions in
Panama, the Central America area, and Argentina.

I am a watercolour artist and my paintings
can vary from detail to semi abstract using
multiple layers of translucent washes and
limited palette of colours. I use high quality,
translucent granulating pigment, although
I’m not adverse to using brusho, graphitint
or pastel. In addition to this I use salt,
food wrap, tissue and masking fluid to add
interest and depth to my work. I have two
favourite painting techniques which are
wet into wet and negative painting. I have
recently tried to perfect a new technique
of watercolour pouring. This technique
demonstrates the chemistry and reaction
of pigment, water and paper type. The
results are unpredictable, the technique is
ungovernable but the effects can be can be
amazing but unfortunately not every time
Statuesque Sun Lovers, 2022, Watercolour,
it, so work in progress. My go subjects are
40x28 cm
nature, florals and landscapes. I use my own
photographs and when looking at a subject, although I’m naturally drawn to beauty,
I look for texture, light, dark, faded, dying and unusual shades of colour. I want my
finished artwork to be above all else to be compelling to the viewer.
instagram.com/marion_gowland_art
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But in the cracks is God who lurks? Jorge Luis Borges’s poem, Para una version
del “I King” (For a version of the “I Ching”) was written for the first edition of
Richard Wilhelm Spanish translation of I Ching, the ancient Chinese oracle, the
Book of Changes. A few years ago, I made a group of tiny paintings on paper
thinking about the last line of this poem. Experimenting with random strokes and
quick gestures, these pieces somehow contain an air of Far Eastern aesthetics,
which I found a good coincidence being that the poem has to do with the I Ching.
I liked the idea of unpainted or clear “cracks” in the form of light flowing through
the dense pigment as a metaphor for the sometimes, chaotic existence.
www.mirafernandezart.com

Untitled, 2016, acrylic on paper,
23x20cm

Untitled, 2016, acrylic on paper, 25x19cm
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Niki Gandy

Philip Westcott

Niki Gandy is an artist and educator, currently engaged in a programme of PhD
research at the University of Wolverhampton, having graduated with an MA in
Fine Art in 2021. Gandy was awarded The Dean’s Award for Excellence in Fine
Art upon graduation and has recently shown at the New Art Gallery Walsall for the
third time in twelve months. She has exhibited widely across the Midlands including
at Ikon Gallery and RBSA and has recently completed an AA2A residency.
Alongside her research, Gandy works as a Visiting Lecturer and Teacher of Fine
Art and Photography.

Philip Westcott was born in Salford, studied in Leeds and now live in Eccles. He
has had over 28 exhibitions in city galleries across the Northwest and his has
featured in major exhibitions in the UK and USA. His paintings are in many private
collections in Germany, Canada, Australia, Spain, Hong Kong, UK and USA and
covers a wide spectrum of styles and themes. His work has been reviewed in many
publications, including, Art and Artists, BritArt Directory, The Artful Reporter, and
Revive magazine. Philip is passionate about painting people and how they interact
in different environments. but as a contrast to this enjoys capturing landscapes
void of people. He uses a
range of painting traditional
mediums depending on his
subject matter and recently
has been experimenting with
digital drawing.

Niki Gandy is a
Staffordshire-based
interdisciplinary artist,
fusing elements of film,
photography, ambient
light and drawing
practices in order to
conduct meditative
inquiries into the
human constructs
of, and intrinsic links
between space, place
Yesterday, Today, 2021, Video, 8mins 22s
and time as sensory and
highly subjective perceptions. Photographic image, still, moving or both is combined
with heavily burnished graphite, layered repeatedly to achieve a variety of subtle
marks visible only under certain lighting conditions, revealing themselves as ambient
light passes across the surface as evidence or documentation of a fixed period of time
and labour. Inspired by the Zen philosophy of Ichigo Ichie, that one must embrace
this very moment, unburdened by experiences of the past or the uncertainties of
the future, her work commemorates the futility of the human preoccupation with
the need to preserve or reclaim time, examining the paradox of the present having
already become the past. This concept is underpinned by themes of melancholia and
nostalgia in its truest sense, a homesickness for a home (or moment) that no longer
exists. Gandy’s work emerges from the epicentre of a period of life-altering loss and
a deep-seated longing for a prior existence, revisiting, undoing and reconstructing
nondescript domestic moments in a bid to overcome the frustrations of our
limitations in time and memory.
www.nikigandy.co.uk
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I have many aspects to my
work and am inspired by
everyday events and have
captured these for over fifty
years. Starting with the rise
Low Sun, Winter, Worsley Woods, Oil on Canvas, 30x20”
of the modern shopping
centre, the interaction of small groups of people and more recently the effects of
covid in the community. When painting landscapes I have been inspired by the local
scenery, capturing small areas rather that large panoramas. These are painted initially
in watercolour and then translated in larger oil paintings. Freedom and spontaneity
are important to me and the use of a palette knife in these works allows me to
capture both. My landscapes are
fragmented, as natural sunlight
filters through the branches,
the images highlighted are the
colours and shapes of nature. I
hope, by the use of texture, to
have captured the depth that can
be found in woodland scenes.
www.philipwestcott.co.uk
Low Sun, Heaton Park, Oil on canvas, 30x20”
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Pink and grAy

Piotr Kuszynski

Pink and grAy (Sylvia Causer and Andrea Freeman) are a Live Art/Performance
Art Duo based in the North of England. We met whilst studying for M.A. Fine
Art at Sheffield Hallam University and discovered that we hold shared ideas and
concerns. We have worked together professionally since 2014, soon producing a
manifesto which informs all of our work. We describe ourselves as two mature
women doing daft things, seeking to explore deep social issues often through
humour. Our work is based on the ridiculous rituals of human communication
exploring the fragility of relationships to meaningful things in our lives. Often,
our work explores the invisibility of older women in today’s society. We develop
performances specific to locations and for event based work including festivals
and exhibitions.

My practice as an artist attempts to investigate notions of identity, language, boundaries,
exile and displacement. The main theme of my works is an attempt to capture the
process of interlacing human drive, on the one side to life and creation, and from the
other to death and destruction. Peering at this endless oscillation has always been for
me fascinating and terrifying at the same time.

Inspired by the
1920 cult film,
The Cabinet of
Dr Caligari, Pink
and grAy (Live
Art Duo) perform
‘Somnambulists’ for
a spooky exhibition
titled Cabinets of
Curiosities, Sheffield,
2018. We wanted
the work to emulate
the light and shadow
presented in this cult
film. Using Cesare
as our inspiration,
we perform a dream
like status dressed
in black and white
masks against our
Somnambulists, 2018, Performance, Sheffield
painted backdrop,
edgy music, and long shadows cast using a small hand torch placed under our
faces. It proved to be very unsettling for the audience!
www.pinkandgray.co.uk/
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As a self-taught practitioner and researcher I do not have common academic art
methodolical basis. In consequence all of my works are an expression of a mixture:
feelings plus personal intellectual view of the world plus necessity to express it all.
I would like to believe that even though they are my personal views, they express
some truth about the human condition. As a medium to embody that necessity I use
mainly photography, while as an object I use my own body. Apart from photography I
experiment with video-art and painting.
Driven by the need to exchange nowadays views on art, at the beginning of the year
I founded art magazine called “FAKfulness”. The magazine’s title is a counter to
modern pop-psychology, coaching, etc. that promotes exaggerated optimism, which
in my opinion is falsification the truth about man. It seems to me that the truth about
man, the unpleasant truth that we do not want to hear, flows from the philosophy
of the outstanding philosopher Artur Schopenhauer. FAKfulness magazine is a
publication which aims to
promote experimental and
progressive contemporary art.
The magazine has not fixed
media or format . The first issue
(digitally released in May 2019)
was mainly dedicated to visuals
with short texts. I the future
I hope to engage the field of
cultural production surrounding
contemporary art – theory,
philosophy and criticism. The
second issue of the magazine is
planned for October 2019 the
topic of the issue is “On reality
of human body”.
instagram.com/pr.qski

Shadowman
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Raheleh Jahangard

Rebecca Pedley

I was a shy little girl that always been curious about life, having never been
conceived! I believe painting is the best way to find out about life. For me painting
is a split of life. By concentrating on the subject of my painting, I deeply engage
with it, not only as a single subject but also as a philosophical, sociological
and psychological matters. I started painting at an early age and carried on as
maturity. During the last five years, I worked on oil painting in Tehran. This year I
concentrate on drawing as a student at the Royal Drawing School in London.

British multi-disciplinary artist, Rebecca Pedley, continues to take inspiration
from salvaged materials to create objects that poetically sing of their origin whilst
allowing the freedom for a new narrative to unfold. Pedleys studio practise elevates
an objects history as a singular story, regarded in its own right. She hopes to curate
an enriching experience that encourages mindfulness and questions existence.
Continuing her education at Cranbrook Academy of Art, Pedley continues to
explore her work in a new form, with new intention.

All the variety, charm, and beauty of life are made up of light and shadow. For
me, the footstep of remembrance of my brave, wise, kind grandma is like this
painting. She is gone but the light of her illumination will be with me and our
next generation forever.

Currently working on a body
of work which encompasses
a series of connected
outcomes. A sequence of
photographs, ‘mirrors of
nature’, evolved collectively
as a part of this prompt,
and were the beginnings
of questions that formed
by delving into themes
approaching nature as the
organic home of life and the
weight it holds within topics
of reflection and light.

instagram.com/helljahan

Mirrors of Nature II, 2022, Photography

This body of work will
be exhibited along with
additional developing
works at the Forum
Gallery in November.
instagram.com/
rebpedley
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Nostalgia, 2021, Oil on Canvas, 100x100cm

Mirrors of Nature I, 2022, Photography
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Roger Nowell

Ruth Spencer

A landscape design professional by day I work specifically on projects to use
rainwater to create new innovative, wildlife rich landscapes - rather than sending
water underground in pipes. I have been practicing as a painter for a number of years,
inspired by a range of impressionist artists working in the natural world, for example
the Canadian artist Tom Thomson and British artist Hester Berry. I seek to be loose
in the way I work with oils and to try to capture the essence of place. Colour intrigues
me in that I recognise the reality of the landscapes being full of natural colour, but feel
I am on a journey of exploring depths of less obvious colour hidden within the scene.
Strong composition is important to me in that I want structural depth and therefore I
have often found myself drawn to wooded landscapes. The immediate landscapes of
my home city of Sheffield bordering onto the Peak District National Park, have been
my testing ground and have a never ending supply of inspirational material. Building
my own studio has given me the haven from which to do this.

My paintings are concerned with remembered atmospheres from specific places,
whether it is an interior or landscape, it is the atmosphere that I am interested in
evoking rather than specific details of the place itself. The two paintings I have
submitted, engage with the theme of the show using light and shadow to capture a
remembered mood.

The coastal woodlands of the UK
are a diminished landscape - the
last few that remain are ancient
special places such as here at Gallt
y Bwlch above Nant Gwrtheyrn,
North Wales. Hunkering down in
the face of almost constant winds
they are a testament to the resilience
of nature. Protected places for
plants and animals, but also humans
- sheltered paths for everyday use
but also conjuring those histories
of smuggling and invasion and the
cover these woods provide.

My exhibited work includes installation, photography and painting: at present I am
using paint as a medium predominantly but continue to make installation if the
opportunity arises. I exhibit regularly in the UK and have work in public and private
collections in Europe and UK.

The shade provided by such
Oil on cradled wood, 2022, 40x40cm
places feels like another world
with the expanse of sea hidden from view. Nevertheless, the windows of light both
turquoise sea and bright skies present an enticing anticipation as one moves into the
light to peer at the unknowns into the distance. Here I have tried to use minimal
brush strokes to capture the atmosphere playing on the need to keep refocusing as
one moves from dark to light.

Lovely People is a pub interior which would normally be a convivial place for
meeting others; in this case, it is empty and the raking light exaggerates the absence
of people. The title of the painting is from some words written on the window of
the pub which can only faintly be seen in the painting.
In On reflection the interior was of a café in Copenhagen, again there is an absence
of people but the mood is warmer and more meditative. The title refers both to the
mood and the mirror in the painting.

www.ruthspencer.co.uk

On Reflection, 2021, Oil on Canvas, 120x120cm

Lovely People, 2018, Oil on Canvas, 120x120cm

instagram.com/roge.nowell
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Sadie Aston

Stanley Greening

Sadie Aston was born in Bournemouth and is an emerging artist, having recently
finished her MA in Painting at Arts University Bournemouth where she also studied
her BA in Fine Art, she is beginning to exhibit her work in the UK as part of group
exhibitions, where her work has been purchased for private collections.

Drawing became the backbone to all Stanley’s work following traditional teachings in the
life room as a 1980s student. What he then also procured from sculpture and painting
he applied to his drawing; form, texture, layering. Following the loss of his son in 2020
his work focuses on a visual search for meaning; exploring the humanistic compulsion
to believe in ‘other’, metaphysical and ethereal, as a concept of transformation.
Stanley’s new body of work has had two solo exhibitions, been in a number of UK
group exhibitions and had several works featured in four consecutive exhibitions
in Italy, touring between Milan and Turin. Currently exhibiting in ‘Ai Confini Della
Realta’, Galleria d’Arte La Conchiglia, Torino. In 2022 Stanley gained an International
Achievement Award, (Finalist Award), for drawing by Camelback Gallery, USA.
When I lost my son, Louis, in June 2020, it had a major impact on my life and
subsequently my art. As a ‘Spiritual Expressionist’ my work embraces an age old
contemplation, it’s an emotionally charged exploration into the concept of spirituality
and transformation as a view to immortality. As I dismantle the boundaries between
life and death, my work resides somewhere in the space between. As I grapple with
my own traumatic experience and awakening I investigate how, often in great despair,
‘we’ may reach out to belief systems in an attempt to seek reasoning and regain a
sense of purpose. The appropriation of familiar religious symbols or suggestion of a
spiritual event or engagement are used as metaphysical gateways or focal points for
a meditative gaze. The ethereal emerges as a sign of hope and optimism beyond our
own fragile condition. The lightness in the images is enhanced by the stark contrast of
the heavily applied blacks. The darkness, momentarily interrupted and illuminated by
the seemingly transient glow of the white surface.
www.stanleygreening.com

Sadie’s work questions ideas to do
with the body, our relationships
to our own bodies and the mind
body connection. Through paint
she explores the feeling of existing
in a physical body, playing with
the contrast between the more
visceral qualities, and the ephemeral
ghostliness of transitory life. A
Balance between abstract form and
attention to the textural nuances
of flesh, but the whole physical
substance of the body, muscle,
organ, fluid and bone. “As I paint
life, this eventually leads to death,
as I wipe away paint on the surface,
I reveal the layers of history and
human experience. My paintings
capture a surreal ghostliness, where
even in the stillness of the subjects
there is an energy to them. Within
my paintings I wish to offer an
unusual perspective of one’s own
life, comparable to looking at
oneself without a mirror.”
www.sadieaston.squarespace.com

Woman with Cat, 2022, oil and pastel on canvas,
95x190.5cm
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Lure Of The Shew Stone, 2022,
Pastel on paper, 59x42cm

Rain Me An Angel, 2022, Pastel on paper, 42x59cm
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Tony Bowen

Vanessa Allen

Tony is a UK based fine artist working mainly with photography. With a background
and first degree in fine art (Lancaster 1983) his interest in making photographs has
developed over time. Alongside formal and atmospheric considerations, he is largely
inspired by the power of the trace, the fragment and the unresolved to provoke
the imagination in unexpected ways. A longstanding preoccupation with the found
mark has led to work which interrogates and documents banal, often overlooked
surfaces. Residues of human and other activity present in domestic, natural and urban
environments are areas of particular interest, suggesting various narratives and lines
of enquiry. Whether literal or metaphorical, responses to these encounters open up
new, personal ways of reading and deciphering landscape.
This body of photographs began in September 2022 following the autumn equinox,
a period of retreat when moods change, natural light becomes increasingly scarce and
the cycle of seasonal adjustment runs its course. It explores thoughts about tensions
between our private and our public existences, in this case through observing the
physical plane which connects the two. The windows of domestic spaces in dense,
shared, urban environments act as visual thresholds – sites of collision between
anonymity and exposure. Unremarkable by day and balancing the needs for daylight
and privacy, their uniformity is occasionally punctuated by small signs of interior
lives. As darkness falls a transformation occurs. Against a nocturnal backdrop they
become beacons, emitting a soft glow charged with warmth, intrigue and ambiguity.
Human presence is strangely described by fields of saturated colour, elusive shadow
and inexplicit form, hinting at what may lie beyond the veil. Hopefully this work
gives form to a broader meditation on the language and nature of disclosure and
concealment, as well as on our relationship with the intangible.
www.tonybowen.info

‘Untitled: Norfolk’ from “Threshold” 2022,
colour photograph, 24x30cm
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‘Untitled: Campbell’ from “Threshold” 2022,
colour photograph, 24x30cm

Vanessa Allen is a Devon based Artist concerned with research into space, place and
the interaction of art with its environment. After completing an MA in Painting from
Plymouth College of Art in 2018, having previously gained a BA in Painting, Drawing
and Printmaking, her practice is concerned with exploring ways of how work can be
used as a mediator between the viewer and its surroundings in order to create a space
that invites curiosity about what we
are seeing through an examination
of the inward gaze. Having
exhibited in various locations
including outdoor and gallery spaces
her work encourages us, as the
viewer, to pause and re-examine
through the smallest of interactions
and movements our idea of place,
often exploring the playful act of
viewing itself and the discovery of
revealing what comes into existence
when movement begins.
By attempting to capture an
intangible experience through an
exploration of a tangible physical
space Body and Soul is part of an
ongoing series of investigations into
loss and grief that explores ideas
around displacement and subsequent
entanglement of both object and
shadow. In using found objects and
repurposed materials, Body and Soul
is a response to, and a reflection
of, our ever changing external
environment through light and viewer
interaction in order to discover the
point where our focus changes from
the void of an empty vessel to reveal
the memory of presence.
www.vanessaallenart.wordpress.com

Body and Soul I, 2021, Perspex, Wire, Light and
Shadow, 15x15cm

Body and Soul II, 2021, Perspex, Wire, Light and
Shadow, 15x15cm
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Yi-Chiao Chen
Yi-Chiao Chen, graduated (MFA) in Fine Art at the University of Arts London,
Wimbledon College of Art in 2020. Currently, I live and work in London and Taipei.
“My inspiration comes from different scenes and place from my life.” In my art practice,
it explores themes such as mother and child, emotions, nature and abstract through
painting, photography, digital art, installation and video.
I explore the changes in
natural elements and energy.
The invisible energy
comes from the source
and is close to eternity.
It is extremely calm and
without traces. It cannot be
accurately described in all
human words. I explore the
interlaced space to color,
presenting the interlaced
variation of blue tones
and other colors, exploring
the varied virtual and real
appearance of light and
shadow. In my works,
I am inspired by natural
flowers, marine elements,
and the changing image of
life scene objects. I believe
that the consciousness
of artistic creation, starts
With the wind, 2021, Oil on canvas, 112X145x3cm
from the most primitive point,
line and surface. Therefore, I explore and describe the changes in light, shadow, and
color, as the changes in lines. Inspired by Renoir and Kandinsky, I explore and try to
present sparkling colors and light, experimenting with lines and colors. In my series of
works, I express the rhythm of colors and lines, and use different cool and warm colors
to alternate and combine. Fluid lines and colors, sometimes I use firm brushstrokes,
sometimes I use gentle brushstrokes, with curves and shapes, combined with different
scenes or natural elements that appear in my life, showing different rhythms.
www.yichiaochen.com/
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Cista Arts aims to bring
together artists who work
trans-nationally across
geographic borders of the
Middle East, Europe, Asia
and the diaspora.

___

جتمع سيستاارتسز فنانني يتخطون بفنهم
احلدود ،ومن الشرق األوسط وخارجه

___

سیستاآرتز پلتفرمی است برای معرفی
هنرمندان ایرانی و خاورمیانه تا بدون
هرگونه محدودیت آثارشان را فراتر از
مرزهای جغرافیایی به نمایش بگذارند
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